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Intraband absorption in Ge/Si self-assembled quantum dots
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We have observed intraband absorption in Ge/Si self-assembled quantum dots. The self-assembled
quantum dots are grown at 550 °C by chemical vapor deposition. Atomic force microscopy shows
that the quantum dots have a square-based pyramidal shape~'100 nm base length! and a
density '23109 cm22. Intraband absorption in the valence band is observed around 300 meV~4.2
mm wavelength! using a photoinduced spectroscopy technique. The intraband absorption is in-plane
polarized. It is attributed to bound-to-continuum transitions since the intraband energy corresponds
to the energy difference between the Si band gap and the photoluminescence energy of the quantum
dots. The magnitude of the intraband absorption saturates when the ground level of the quantum
dots is filled. This feature allows the measurement of the in-plane absorption cross section of the
intraband transition which is found as large as 2310213cm2. © 1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0003-6951~99!01403-5#
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The existence of intersubband transitions in semicond
tor quantum wells has led to the development of a new c
of infrared photodetectors, the quantum well infrared pho
detectors~QWIPs!. Most of the developments in QWIPs in
cluding the realization of mid-infrared focal plane arra
have been realized using the intersubband transitions in
conduction band of GaAs quantum wells.1 Few attempts
have been made to realize QWIPs using the intersubb
transitions in the valence band of Si12xGex /Si quantum
wells.2,3 The use of Si/SiGe heterostructures presents the
vantage to be compatible with silicon-based complemen
metal–oxide–semiconductor~CMOS! signal processing.

Recently, it has been shown that self-assemb
InAs/GaAs quantum dots can exhibit intraband absorpt
in the mid-infrared spectral range.4,5 The use of self-
assembled semiconductor quantum dots instead of quan
wells for infrared photodetection has been consequently
posed. First, demonstrations of quantum dot infrared ph
detectors have been reported in the literature using III
In~Ga!As/GaAs quantum dots.6,7

Self-assembled quantum dots can also be grown on
con due to the 4% lattice mismatch between Ge and Si.
merous studies have reported on the formation of nanom
size Ge quantum dots deposited on Si using different gro
techniques.8–11 The Ge/Si quantum dots which exhibit
large band discontinuity in the valence band could also
appropriate for infrared photodetection like the InAs/Ga
quantum dots. It appears that Ge/Si quantum dots could c
bine the advantages of quantum dots as compared to q
tum wells while keeping the compatibility with Si-based si
nal processing.

In this letter, we show that Ge/Si self-assembled qu
tum dots exhibit intraband absorption in the mid-infrar
spectral range. The intraband absorption is in-plane polar
and corresponds to transitions from the ground state of
dots to the continuum states. To our knowledge, such a t
sition has not yet been reported in Ge dots. The observa
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of intraband absorption associated with Ge dots opens
route to the realization of Si-based quantum dot infrared p
todetectors.

The investigated samples were grown by ultrahig
vacuum chemical vapor deposition~UHV-CVD! using silane
and germane as gas precursors. The deposition of Ge
accurately monitoredin situ by reflection high-energy elec
tron diffraction ~RHEED!.11 Structural characterizations o
the Ge dots were performed by atomic force microsco
~AFM Scientific Park Instruments!. The samples were als
characterized by standard low-temperature photolumin
cence. For mid-infrared absorption measurements, ten la
of Ge separated by 22 nm thick Si barriers were grown
550 °C. The last Ge layer was not covered with Si for AF
measurements. The sample was thereafter polished with
facets in a multipass waveguide geometry.4 The infrared ab-
sorption was measured using a photoinduced spectros
technique.12 Carriers are generated in the quantum dots us
a mechanically chopped interband optical pumping (Ar1 ion
laser!. The absorption is measured as the normalized va
tion of transmission of an infrared beam delivered by a F
rier transform infrared spectrometer.

In Ref. 11, the formation of precursor clusters by UHV
CVD has been evidenced for the deposition of a single
layer. These precursor clusters appear before the onset o
two-dimensional~2D! to 3D growth mode transition, as ob
served by RHEED. They consist of truncated square-b
pyramids with$105% facets. The typical sizes of the precu
sors are 50 nm base width and 2 nm height. Their densit
small, around 63107 cm22. The quantum dotmultilayer
samples investigated in this work were grown in similar co
ditions than for the formation of the precursor clusters11

However, the multilayer stacking modifies the size, the sh
and the density of the precursors. Figure 1 shows an A
image of the surface of the ten layers Ge/Si quantum
sample. The surface exhibits square-based pyramidal Ge
which are oriented along@100# and @010# directions like for
the precursors. However, the dot density is'23109 cm22.
The average size of the dot base length is around 100 nm
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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height is'16–17 nm, and the dot uniformity is better tha
610%, as estimated by the histogram of island size distri
tions given by AFM. The four sidewall facets are formed
$103% and $104% planes, but dominated by$103% planes~the
measured mean inclination angles are'18° and 14°!.

Figure 2 shows the photoluminescence at 77 K of the
layer sample. At this temperature, the photoluminescenc
the wetting layer is not observed and the photoluminesce
spectrum is dominated by the radiative recombination as
ciated with the Ge dots. The photoluminescence is maxim
at 845 meV with a full width at half maximum of 70 meV
The photoluminescence of the ten layer sample is redsh
as compared to the photoluminescence of the precu
clusters.11 It is important to note that the radiative recomb
nation in Ge/Si quantum dots is of type II. The recombin
tion occurs between the electrons in the Si layers and
holes confined in the Ge dots. This situation is depicted
the inset of Fig. 2. Note that the energy diagram in Fig
shows that the energy difference between the ground sta

FIG. 1. AFM topographical image of the Ge/Si self-assembled quan
dots. The image shows the shape and size of the quantum dots at the
a ten multilayer sample~top!. The quantum dots are pyramidal with
square-base oriented along@100# and @010# directions. The AFM cross-
sectional height profile of one dot is shown~bottom!.

FIG. 2. 77 K photoluminescence of the Ge/Si self-assembled quantum
The inset shows a schematic energy band diagram~not to scale!.
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the quantum dots and the silicon barrier is around 300 m
The photoinduced infrared absorption spectrum of

Ge/Si self-assembled quantum dots is reported in Fig. 3.
measurement is performed at 77 K with unpolarized infra
light. The photoinduced absorption is dominated by an asy
metric absorption line with a maximum around 300 me
This absorption is attributed to the intraband absorption
the valence band of the Ge/Si quantum dots. The free-ca
absorption associated with the carriers which are not trap
in the dots can also be observed as a monotonously incr
ing absorption towards low energy.13 The polarization selec-
tion rule of the intraband absorption has been checked.
intraband absorption amplitude inp polarization~half of the
electric field along the growth axis, half of the electric fie
in the layer plane! is divided by a factor of 2 as compared
the absorption amplitude ins polarization~electric field in
the layer plane!. The intraband absorption is therefore i
plane polarized. The energy at maximum of the absorpt
~295 meV! matches very nicely the experimental energy d
ference between the silicon band gap and the photolumi
cence energy of the quantum dots. We attribute therefore
infrared absorption to an intraband transition between the
ground states to the continuum states. The large broade
and asymmetric line shape are also characteristic of a bo
to-continuum transition. Note that a similar bound-t
continuum transition has also been observed in the vale
band of InAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots.5 The intra-
band absorption was also in-plane polarized like for Ge d
We underline that the bound-to-continuum nature of the
traband absorption reported here for Ge/Si self-assem
quantum dots is particularly appropriate for normal inciden
infrared photodetection.

The absorption amplitude of the intraband absorption
a function of the pump excitation density is reported in F
4. At low intensity, the absorption increases as the numbe
photocreated carriers increases. Above 10 W cm22, the
photoinduced absorption saturates. This saturation is du
the filling of the dot ground states. As the dot density is
3109 cm22, the complete filling of the dot ground state co
responds to a 43109 cm22 carrier density~2 holes per dot!.
This injected carrier density at saturation can also be e
mated from rate equations. The carrier density is given
n5Gt, whereG5aI /hn is the generation rate,a the ab-
sorption probability,I the pump intensity,hn the photon en-

m
of

ts.

FIG. 3. Normalized variation of transmissionDT/T for the Ge/Si self-
assembled quantum dots under optical pumping. The interband pump i
sity is 10 W cm22. The measurement is performed at 77 K. The inset sho
schematically the experimental setup.
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ergy, andt the interband recombination lifetime. Assumin
a52.531024,14 I 510 W cm22 at 514 nm, andt;1 ms, the
estimated injected carrier density isn;63109 cm22 which
agrees with the assumption of the filling of the quantum
ground states. The discrepancy between the two estima
stems from the uncertainty on the interband recombina
time. The in-plane absorption cross sections of the intra-
band absorption can be deduced from the following eq
tion:

DT

T
5Npsn

Spump

Sinfrared
, ~1!

whereNp is the number of quantum dot layer planes,n the
areal carrier density, andSpumpandSinfraredthe surfaces of the
interband pump and infrared probe. At saturation, the car
density is given by the dot density. Assuming an experim
tal ratio Spump/Sinfrared50.4 and that nine layer planes a
involved in the absorption, we find an intraband absorpt
cross sections52310213cm2. This giant value is abou
three orders of magnitude larger than the absorption c
section measured for the bound-to-continuum intraband t
sition in the valence band of InAs/GaAs quantum dots
310216cm2).5 It demonstrates that apart from the advanta
of in-plane intraband absorption~i.e., normal incidence ab
sorption!, Ge/Si self-assembled quantum dots appear v
promising for infrared photodetection.

A crucial point in Ge/Si self-assembled quantum dots
related to the confinement energy in the valence band.
valence band offset for pure Ge on Si is around 700 m
The observation of photoluminescence at 845 meV sho
require approximately a 400 meV confinement energy for
ground state in pure Ge dots. This large confinement ene
is not compatible with the relatively large dot size observ
by AFM. Several features can, however, explain the h
energy of the photoluminescence. The size of the Ge clus
can be significantly reduced after Si overgrowth. The
dots and the Si barriers can be intermixed, leading to

FIG. 4. Amplitude of the infrared photoinduced absorption in the Ge
self-assembled quantum dots as a function of the interband pump de
The measurement is performed at 77 K. The full line is a guide to the
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average Si12xGex composition in the quantum dots. Stra
variation and relaxation inside the dot can also occur, lead
to a reduced confinement potential volume as compare
the physical size observed by AFM. All these features in
cate that the confinement energy is not necessarily neglig
in the Ge/Si clusters, and at least much larger than the c
finement energy of a pyramid with a 100 nm thick ba
length and a 17 nm height. The infrared measurements
sented in this work reinforce this hypothesis. The saturat
of the absorption due to the filling of the ground states
clearly observed like in the case of InAs/GaAs quantu
dots,5 thus indicating that there is not a quasicontinuum d
sity of states available. The resonant shape of the bound
continuum intraband absorption is very similar to the o
observed in quantum wells or quantum dots. This feat
also indicates that the Ge/Si self-assembled clusters are
equivalent to heterojunctions like those used for inter
photoemission sensors.15

In conclusion, we have shown that Ge/Si self-assemb
quantum dots exhibit intraband absorption in the m
infrared spectral range~4 mm wavelength!. The intraband
absorption is in-plane polarized with a very large absorpt
cross section. These results open the route to the realiza
of Ge/Si quantum dot infrared photodetectors.
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ported by France Telecom-CNET under conventi
981B044.
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